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Ventilation hoods
Description
In all our models, the design allows air currents to create a
negative pressure inside the chimney head that conveys and
exhausts rising gases and smoke toward the outside regardless of
wind direction.

Advantages
Effect of chimney cap on ventilation

- Custom manufactured.
- Easy placement due to lightweight construction and ruggedness
(see assembly).
- Allows several outlets to be grouped together.
- Improved aesthetics of residences.
- Increased ventilation capacity.
- Full range of colours.

How to measure a chimney head: length x width (AxB)

Assembly

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Place the chimney cap over the
chimney head. The profile of the
lower base of the metal aspirator
allows it to rest on the masonry
structure.

Mark the holes of the four sides of
the chimney head and then drill.

Insert the dowels and attach the
chimney cap with screws.
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Models: Flexo and Rectum
Model Flexo
Finishes:
- Galvanized sheet (up to 2 mm)
- Aluminium (1.5 to 2 mm)
- Stainless steel, copper, etc.

Rectum Model
FLEXO

Finishes:
- Aluminium (2 mm)

Placement
Finishes:
- Aluminium: Ventilation and gas
- Galvanized sheet: Ventilation, gas and reduced combustion
- Stainless steel and copper: Short chimneys with significant
combustion

Common features
RECTUM

-

Custom manufactured
Full range of colours
Baked-on enamel finish (240º)
Standard height of 52 cm; ask about other heights.
Cover + 6 slats on all models.
Special reinforcements according to size.
Top-quality materials
Lightweight, rugged and perfect finishes.
Easy, sturdy locking system
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